A numerical computation of a very advanced experimental method to acquire shapes is introduced in this paper. The basic equations that relate the measurement of slopes to the basic geometric and optical parameters of the system are derived. The sensitivity and accuracy of the method are discussed. In order to validate the accuracy and the applicability of this method, the qualitative slope behavior of a loaded metallic layer is given.
I. INTRODUCTION
The moiré reflection method [1] is an optical technique to obtain the slope of reflecting surfaces with very small curvatures. Since its introduction by Lichtenberg, a number of alternate optical arrangements have been proposed to observe the loci of constant projected curvature [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . This paper presents a new version of reflection moiré. Previous versions have used incoherent illumination and coarse pitch gratings.
II. OBSERVATION OF SLOPE FRINGES WITH COHERENT ILLUMINATION
The observation of slope fringes requires the projection of a grating, called reference grating, into a control or master grating. The imaging is done by reflecting the reference grating on a mirror surface whose slope is to be measured. The moiré fringes produced by the two gratings are the loci of projected constant slope fringes. Since the curvature of a surface is a second order tensor, three components of the tensor must be measured. The alternative method proposed in this paper uses a well-known phenomenon analyzed in [6] .When a grating is illuminated with coherent collimated illumination, the grating is reproduced in the space at distances [6] , where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the grating, p is the grating pitch, λ is the wave length of the illumination light and n is an integer 1,2,3.... Fig. 1 shows one set up that can be used to observe the fringes. The reference grating is projected on the mirror surface whose slope is to be measured by means of a semireflecting, semitransparent mirror. The moiré pattern is produced by observing the reference grating through the master grating. In the first method, a translucent screen is located behind the master grating. The observation plane can be changed by adding an optical system and projecting the pattern onto a screen.The sensitivity of the method shows to be dependent on the distance between the mirror surface and the master grating. The location of the master grating must conform with equation (1). In practice, the position of the reference grating is adjusted until maximum visibility fringes are obtained. Fig. 2 shows the optical equivalent of the observation setup. Two parallel gratings are observed with illumination perpendicular to the grating plane. The normal illumination produces symmetrical optical paths for all the orders that interfere. The observed fringes depend on the slope of the surface and not on the gap between the two gratings. If the observation is made in the zero order direction, the sequence of orders contributing to the fringes will be given by: Considering an order other than zero, the condition of minimum deviation [7] must be used to obtain symmetrical paths for all the orders so as to observe the patterns obtained. Since the resultant order contains many wave fronts, the resulting fringes are multiple beam interference fringes [7] , [8] . As mentioned in [7] , the slit and bar type of amplitude modulating gratings under the stated observation conditions will produce fringes that have the fundamental period. Of course, the presence of the harmonics changes the shape of the fringes. Since the different orders diverge in space, the distance between the two gratings is restricted to values that limit the amount of shearing of the different wave fronts to a reasonable amount. Essentially, the system is operating as a shear interferometer and the values of the obtained slopes correspond to points whose location is known within the amount of shearing.
III. DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION OF THE LINES OF CONSTANT SLOPE
This derivation applies to the optical setup shown in Fig. 1 . The first grating (Fig. 2 ) is situated at a distance d0 from the mirror surface; the second grating is situated at a distance d1. The sum of d o and d1 must satisfy the condition given by equation (1) otherwise they are arbitrary quantities. The phases of wave fronts are referred to the origin of the coordinate system. The first grating is illuminated in the direction, which is perpendicular to its plane by a plane wave front of wavelength λ and amplitude E0. As this wave front passes through the first grating, it is multiplied by the transmission function of grating 1, thereby producing the different diffraction orders. The angles corresponding to the diffraction orders are givenby,
The derivation presented in this paper follows the general lines of the derivation given in [9] for in-plane displacements. In the present case, we are dealing with out-of-plane displacements. In [9] the combination of the different diffraction orders is discussed in detail and an abbreviated derivation will be given later in this paper. We will now concentrate on the n th order shown in Fig.2 . The coordinates system is shown in the same figure. The origin is taken in the plane of the first grating, z, increasing as one moves towards the mirror under study. After the first grating, the wave front is given by:
